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If you’ve got a hard-to-buy for farmer or rancher on your Christmas gift list this year,
why not do your shopping right here?

Many readers who gave FARM SHOW for Christmas last year wrote to tell us they’ve
never given a gift which generated so much response from appreciative recipients.

Your first gift subscription is $17.95 ($25.95 Canadian).  Each additional gift is only
$11.95 ($17.95 Canadian). If you like, you can give the “First Gift” to yourself as a one-
year extension of your own FARM SHOW subscription, entitling you to give reduced
rate gift subscriptions to friends, relatives, business associates, students, or others.

Use the handy order form inserted elsewhere in this issue to order your Christmas gift
subscriptions, or call us toll-free at 1-800-834-9665.

Great Gift Idea For Christmas!

Radiator Warms Air For
In-Bin Grain Drying

Stan Goodman, Piney, Manitoba, needed a
quicker way to dry the Reed Canary Grass
seed he grows on contract for a couple of seed
companies.

Goodman prefers drying seed with aeration
fans and natural air and he has two grain bins
with perforated floors set up for this purpose.
“It took up to about 3 weeks to dry a higher-
moisture batch of seed with just aeration,”
he notes, so he was usually forced to use a
propane fired grain dryer.

Hoping to cut his drying costs, Goodman
looked at some of the commercially available
low-temperature drying systems.  “Propane
heaters placed directly in front of aeration
fans can remove humidity from the air and
cut drying time without putting a lot of heat
into the air,” he says.   But he would still have
a propane bill to pay.

He has a sawmill and plenty of scrap wood,
though, so he decided to create his own low-
temperature drying setup by putting a wood
furnace in front of the intake fan.  “Pulling
hot air from a jacket around the furnace
worked well, but even though the wood
burner was vented away from the aeration
fan, the seed still had a smoky smell after it
was dry,” he says.

When his son brought a wood-fired boiler
to Goodman’s shop for some minor repairs,
he was inspired to try again.  This time, he
set the hot water furnace away from the bin
and piped the hot water from it to a radiator

he mounted in front of the aeration fan.
“It worked great,” Goodman says. “With

the intake air warmed by the hot water
running through the radiator, I was able to
dry a batch of seed in just three days.”

He set up two radiators, one for each of
his drying bins. “I can use one boiler for both
radiators,” he says.

Contact:  FARM SHOW Followup, Stan
Goodman, Box 64, Piney, Manitoba  R0A
1K0 Canada (ph 204 423-2297;  E-mail:
srgoodman@mb.sympatico.ca).

Stan Goodman created his own low-tem-
perature drying setup by piping hot water
from his wood-fired furnace to a radiator
in front of his bin’s aeration fan.

Wireless Color Video Camera
Transmits Images Up To 1,000 Ft.

You can lie in bed and watch what’s going
on out in the barn thanks to a new wireless
camera that transmits video images up to
1,000 ft. away on your TV.

The camera comes with a microphone,
transmitter, and a receiver that you attach to
your TV or VCR.

“It lets you monitor cows or other livestock
while they’re giving birth and can save
countless trips out to the barn during the
evening or night,” says Dave Armstrong,
Rostech Electronics, Inc., Plattsburgh, N.Y.
“It can also be used to monitor milk parlors
and for heat detection. It can be viewed on
any TV with a video input so there’s no other
equipment to buy.

“The camera is a professional grade one
that uses a Sony sensor for clear photos.
Sound quality is also excellent. It takes only
about five minutes to set up the camera and
receiver. The camera  runs on nine volts or it
can be plugged into a wall outlet.

“The camera will run off a car battery for
up to two days in areas where no electricity
is available. A solar charger is also available,”
notes Armstrong.

Sells for $499 plus S&H.
Contact: FARM SHOW Followup,

Rostech Electronics, Inc., Box 2789 - 24
Graham Drive, Plattsburgh, N.Y. 12901 (ph
800 361-8080; fax 514 521-5900; Website:
www.jamecoelectronics.com/dairy).

Camera comes with a microphone, transmitter, and a receiver that you attach to your
TV or VCR.

Add-On Engine Boosts
Auger Performance

John Gray used a 60 hp gas engine and 4-speed car transmission to boost power and
improve performance of his 7-in. dia., 47-ft. auger.

John Gray, Vanscoy, Sask., used a 60 hp gas
engine and 4-speed transmission from  a 1980
Honda Civic to boost power and improve
performance of his 7-in. dia., 47-ft. auger.

Gray grows specialty crops like peas and
says the big engine lets him run the auger as
slow - or as fast - as he wants. Also, the
transmission allows him to instantly reverse
the auger to quickly clean it out to use for
another crop.

The auger was originally powered by a 14
hp gas engine. He removed that and mounted
the Honda engine and transmission in its
place, bolting the motor mounts to an angle
iron frame which he then bolted to the auger
frame. A pulley that he mounted on the
transmission is used to belt-drive the auger.
A sprocket mounted on front of the engine is
used to chain-drive a hydraulic pump that
Gray uses to operate sweep augers inside his
bins. He also shortened the transmission

gearshift lever and mounted it next to the
transmission, about 3 ft. off the ground. A
pair of poly tanks mount on the auger frame
next to the engine, one for gas and the other
for hydraulic oil.

“It allows me to shift gears from ground
level and operate the auger as slow or as fast
as I want. By operating the auger slow I can
keep it full all the time and avoid breaking
peas. To reverse the auger, I simply flip a
homemade clutch lever, which I mounted on
one side of the engine, to disengage the
transmission. Then I use the gearshift lever
to put the transmission in reverse. The frame
that supports the engine pivots in the middle
so the engine always stays level as the auger
is raised or lowered. As a result, the belt
always stays at the correct tension level.”

Contact: FARM SHOW Followup, John
Gray, Box 330, Vanscoy, Sask., Canada S0L
3J0 (ph 306 668-2005).

A pulley mounted on transmission is used to belt-drive the auger.




